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Letter from the Editor
Hello and welcome to this edition of Voice! As I write this it’s been a frosty
and cold few days here in Oxford—winter is very much setting in. So what
better to do than get stuck into the news in Voice as you warm up by the fire if
you’re reading this in the UK, or perhaps use it as a fan mid-reading if you’re
reading from the much warmer climes of Sierra Leone (currently 29c in
Freetown as I write).
There’s lots to enjoy—as ever—in this edition of Voice. Do have a look at the
birthday celebration story (pictured on the cover), news from the Golf Day,
the Trustees and Broad Oak. Don’t miss this edition’s Bible study kindly
provided this time by Keith Waters, from New Connexions Free church, Ely.
Thank you ever so much to Keith for writing this. I am always keen to include
a Bible study in Voice so please do contact me if you have one ready for the
next edition of Voice.
This edition is focusing on Jui in Sierra Leone as part of our ‘Focus On’
series. Please do use the information you read in this article, and all of the
articles to prompt your prayers for fellowships across the UK and Sierra
Leone.
Please do continue to send articles in for Voice. You may
notice this edition is a little thinner, that’s because less news
was sent in this time. Please can I encourage you to send in
your news. It’s really encouraging to hear news from many
in our family, from churches in the connexion both in the UK
and Sierra Leone.
May I please remind everyone who wants to send an article
in for Voice that the cut-off date for articles is: 1st February 2019. Please send
articles to sarahwaters@outlook.com.
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10 Years and Counting
During the summer of 2018 we were challenged to pray about who we might
invite along to our festival themed 10th year anniversary service and
celebration. In an all-age service with a watery theme we received water
droplets to write names of family and friends we would like to come along and
to become friends of Jesus. To help focus our prayers in the run up to this we
were all given a pair of wellies (paper) with the text ‘This is the day that the
Lord has made. We will rejoice and be glad in it’ Psalm 118 v 24.Some of the
wellies accompanied us to places as far afield as Wimpole Hall, Tesco and
even Spain.
Delivering leaflets is something we
do regularly to invite our community
to events and this year was no
exception. They even had pictures of
doughnuts and sausages as a sneak
preview of what was to come, along
with the promise of a warm welcome.
And so the day came on Sunday 30th September.
How the Lord showed us His continued faithfulness to
us a tiny part of His family in Ely. We had a whole
range of visitors and friends come along. The
doughnuts proved very popular. Our Mayor, who had
responded to his invitation, joined us and spoke
encouragingly of the importance of the church
reaching out in our community. Our number was
greatly swelled with friends and people from around
the church location joining us for lively worship.
Keith preached on John 10v10 complete with lots of
pictures and even a bit of Greek thrown in.
Following the service we were all able to
enjoy a South African style barbeque run by
Danie and friends –the burgers were
homemade and no English bun could ever
hold the beasts! Running alongside this under
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gazebos and bunting were large outdoor games for all to
enjoy. The smells and sounds drew more locals along
and we were able to rekindle some friendships from
previous outreach ventures. Face painting and music
was on offer too. There were so many opportunities to
chat to those who came along, and such an
encouragement that several who we’d been praying for
earlier in the summer (and longer!) were part of the
celebration.
And best of all we didn’t need wellies as the weather
stayed fine–God had it all in hand!
- Joanna Waters, New Connexions Free Church, Ely

Golf Day Report
Friday 21st September saw the 14th annual charity S.L.M. Golf day, this year
with a change of venue and a slightly smaller number taking part but there
were still 25 players taking part. The winner for the second year was Dan
Bowley with runner up Phil Rhodes, but I know that Tim Wells, the S.L.M.
secretary was very pleased to win the trophy for the nearest the pin
competition.

Runner-up

Winner

Richard Ashby won the Longest drive and Richard White the nearest the pin
in two. Biggest winner of the day was the Sierra Leone Mission, benefitting to
the tune of £455 (over Le4.3 million). Thank you to all those who took part,
date for next years, 15th S.L.M. Golf Day 20th September.
- Gordon Hamilton
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News from the Trustees
We are delighted with the launch of The Connexion’s newly branded and
freshly designed website, which has already received very positive feedback.
Please take an opportunity to visit the new site at www.cofhconnexion.org.uk.
Please let us know your thoughts on the new site, either by following and
leaving comments at @cofhconnexion on Twitter or The Connexion on
Facebook, or by email to christine@cofhconnexion.org.uk.
Our shared aim is for the website to be a useful and enjoyable communication
channel, attracting visitors from inside and outside our community. The site
not only enables us to provide valuable information about The Connexion’s
history and values, it is also a centre for church guidance resource materials
and an ideal platform to showcase our conferences and the many activities,
missions and outreach programmes undertaken by member churches.
For Connexion members and friends, the new site includes weekly “Short
Thoughts” from Simon Allaby. As well as being pastor at Bolney Village
Chapel, Simon is founder and director of the 6:19 Trust, which encourages
sharing faith through story-telling, and a regular speaker on Premier Radio. J.
John, among others, commends Simon’s stories which “give a refreshing
perspective on faith and life: and they are always more than food-for-thought.”
Other regular features will include sermons, video clips and mission features
from around the Connexion congregations.
This upgrade and new branding signals a fresh outlook for The Connexion as
we reach out to invite other congregations to join our network. Quite a few
small fellowships start up each year, inspired by leaders with a passion for
mission, often in areas where Church’s lamp has dimmed. Many of these
prosper and grow, some eventually join other denominations, but others may
struggle to get a foothold. We believe that the Countess of Huntingdon’s
Connexion can provide a network in which such groups can receive
encouragement, support and access to helpful resources that help them become
established as Connexion churches.
The Trustees have given a lot of prayerful thought to the wonderful
uniqueness of The Connexion; it’s birth and history drenched in mission and a
passion for sharing the gospel. Apart from our Articles of Faith we have never
insisted that member congregations adhere to narrow dogma or doctrine and
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today we benefit from sharing a range of theological perspectives and
traditions, but all bound together in a common love of Jesus Christ as Lord
and Saviour of humankind. This makes us uniquely suited to welcoming other
congregations without seeking to impose on them a specific doctrine or
formula for church life.
Use of the internet has advanced at an astonishing pace since our previous site
was created and an active, dynamic site is now an essential for any public
facing organisation. The Connexion site is going to have an insatiable appetite
for new content from YOU to keep it fresh and current for visitors. We will be
asking for input from all our member congregations in the UK and Sierra
Leone; we’re especially interested in mission stories that show the astonishing
range of activities our churches are engaged in to share Jesus and show His
love to our neighbours.
We look forward to seeing the website’s growth as a valuable asset to The
Connexion community!
- David Lockett, Wormley

Bureh Town Memories from 1962
The article in the Autumn issue of The
Voice brought back memories which
prompted me to add my thoughts. In
1962 our missionary, Roger Grundy
asked if there was a teacher in UK
willing to join him to teach five teenage
boys who had been brought from Bureh
Town to Freetown. Their education
previously had been of primary standard so
one of my jobs on arrival in Sierra Leone
was to help them learn and progress.
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From left to right:
William Small, Charles
Tucker, Tommy
Macauley, John Shyllon,
Francis Palmer.
I quote from an airmail
letter I sent to my parents
in October 1962: “We
went to the Five Boys’
village.
They were excited to go home again: their village, Bureh Town. It is the most
beautiful place; sandy beaches, blue skies, palm trees, and huts, little children
who could not speak a word of English, who wore no clothes at all, and who
accompanied me wherever I went in their village. The children held my bag
for me. I played with them and they wanted to be carried or to hold my hand.
They had two pet monkeys in the village, a black and white sheep and some
chickens. Roger spent a couple of hours with Pastor Harding. I went in the
school – not much equipment - a blackboard, an easel made from branches of
a tree. I taught the Five Boys under a coconut tree. They told me of their
customs and life in Bureh Town”.
So the work begun so long ago,
continues.
The needs have not
changed. As described in the last
edition of Voice, “Today the new
church and manse at Bureh Town
stand as testimony to the wonderful
provision and goodness of our
gracious Lord”. Well done, Fellowship of Bolney.
- Ros Smith (nee De’Ath)
rosmsmith39@gmail.com
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Some thoughts on the Trinity…
And when Jesus was baptised, immediately He went up from the water,
and behold, the heavens were opened to Him, and He saw the Spirit of God
descending like a dove and coming to rest on Him; and behold, a voice from
heaven said, “This is my beloved Son, with whom I am well pleased.”
Matthew 3:16-17
“For my thoughts are not your thoughts,
neither are your ways my ways,”
declares the Lord.
“As the heavens are higher than the earth,
so are my ways higher than your ways
and my thoughts than your thoughts.
Isaiah 55:8-9

I wonder if you’ve noticed, that so often, if we think of the Trinity at all, we
can find ourselves divvying up the work of God between the three Persons…
so we end up with an imaginary list that says something like Creation = The
Father, Redemption = The Son, and renewal & regeneration = The Holy Spirit.
Now of course there is some truth in that, but if we think a little more deeply
about it, we will realise that it cannot be completely true, because God is one,
and is indivisible, consequently He cannot divide Himself so that one Person
works whilst another is doing nothing. In the Bible the three Persons of the
Trinity are shown as acting in unity and harmony in all of what we might call
“the mighty works”.
So kicking off with creation, if we check out Genesis 1:1 we simply get ‘God’
as creator, but then John 1 and Colossians 1:16 both tell us of the Son’s
involvement, and if we turn back to either Psalm 104:30 or Job 26:13 we find
the Holy Spirit has a hand in it too. When it comes to the incarnation, quite
rightly, we think of it as Christ’s incarnation but when we read Luke 1:35 we
find ‘the power of The Most High”, and The Holy Spirit mentioned. Christ’s
baptism is picked up our text above from Matthew 3:16 & 17 and shows all
three persons of the Trinity are involved in. At Christ’s baptism the Son came
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up out of the water, the Spirit descended upon Him and the Father’s voice
spoke from heaven. Others texts worth checking out are: the atonement –
Hebrews 9:14; Christ’s resurrection – Acts 2:32, John 10:17–18, and Romans
1:4.
Of course there are plenty of others too, but maybe you are thinking, “yes fine,
I get the Trinity is ‘a thing’ and an important thing at that, but what is the
point of bothering about it? It’s too complicated to even begin to understand”.
If you are thinking along those lines, I would agree that it is certainly too
complicated for us to understand fully, but I would also say that the fact we
cannot really ‘get it’ should be the encouraging point! The doctrine of the
Trinity is something which should lift our hearts, and cause us to marvel at our
awesome God and worship Him all the more. The Trinity should cause us to
think wow! Our God is awesome and does things in such ways that are
unfathomable, and He does it out of pure eternal love!
As Reginald Heber put it…. In his great hymn:
Holy, Holy, Holy! Lord God Almighty!
Early in the morning our song shall rise to Thee.
Holy, Holy, Holy! Merciful and mighty!
God in three persons, blessed Trinity!
Holy, Holy, Holy! All the saints adore Thee,
casting down their golden crowns around the glassy sea;
cherubim and seraphim falling down before Thee,
which wert and art and evermore shalt be.
Holy, Holy, Holy! though the darkness hide Thee,
though the eye made blind by sin Thy glory may not see,
only Thou art holy; there is none beside Thee,
perfect in pow'r, in love, and purity.
Holy, Holy, Holy! Lord God Almighty!
All Thy works shall praise Thy name in earth and sky and sea.
Holy, Holy, Holy! Merciful and mighty!
God in three persons, blessed Trinity.
- Keith Waters, New Connexions Free Church, Ely
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News From Broad Oak Chapel
On February 4th, we had some surprise visitors to our morning service, when
Jonathan & Miggs Clark stepped through the door. Jonathan was the minister
at Broad Oak Chapel when I first attended in 1986. He served from 1986-1992
and is surely remembered by many in the Connexion today. That particular
morning, a visiting speaker hadn't been arranged, so what a blessing it was to
have Jonathan to lead us in praise and worship, rekindling such happy
memories too.

Our Harvest Festival service was held on Sunday, October 7th, when retired
United Reform Minister Rev. Geoffrey Collins led us in worship, based on
Psalm 148. Harvest gifts were given to the local Pilgrims' Hospice and also
Canterbury Women's Refuge. Geoffrey has been one of our speakers during
the past year, and through his association with the chapel has spoken about the
Countess of Huntingdon and the Connexion on one of his regular BBC Radio
Kent talks. It was during his first visit to Broad Oak, when the door opened
and Chris & Christine Smith stepped inside and joined us in worship. After
returning on several following Sundays, they expressed an interest in helping
us with a view to the on-going ministry at Broad Oak, and so a 3-month trial
has been suggested. It's early days at the time of writing, but we feel
encouraged that after 6 years, we may be blessed with a minister again, subject
to the formal requirements.
Please pray for Broad Oak Chapel, that Chris & Christine's ministry will
materialise, being pleasing to the Lord, and that He will therefore bless us with
their Christian presence and leadership.
- June Collins, Broad Oak
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From Your Foreign Correspondent
(This is written by a ghost writer but all the incidents are true, although some names
have been changed).

Hello. Good Afternoon. It’s me again.
I want to tell you about my new school. My new school is about 2 miles away.
I have to walk there each day as it would take plenty money to pay for a ride
on a motorbike. So on school days Joseph, Mo and I set off early to walk to
school. We carry our school bags with our books and a bottle of water from
the bucket we have filled from the well in our village. We look smart in our
uniforms and we have white socks and black shoes . By the time we arrive
home, when we have walked back, we feel dusty and tired. We are glad to take
off our school clothes. I am glad that my two brothers, Saidu and Suliman,
have collected water from the well for the evening. They are at our Primary
School and the school finishes before I arrive home. Mama sends them to
collect water. Mama is teaching us to wash our clothes so that we can help
her with the work.
Joseph’s sister, Christiana, is clever to press the clothes for the family at her
home One day I shall learn to press the clothes but at present I try to wash my
clothes as clean as Mama does. The white socks are a little bit hard to wash
perfectly clean. Christiana and my Mama have heavy irons to press clothes.
Christiana takes some charcoal from the coal pot and places it inside the iron.
She has to keep the underneath side of the iron clean so that their clothes are
pressed and not made dirty again.
Soon I go to bathe in a corner of the yard and I pour water from a pail over
me, then I soap all over and then I pour water again. We use a calabash to
pour the water. Sometimes I get soap in my eyes when I bathe as I always
wash my hair because I get hot walking home.
I am telling you about the end of my day at school but I must tell you about the
beginning.
School begins at 8am. When we reach the school we go to our classrooms and
our teacher, Mr Vandy, calls out our names. We answer and say, “Yes Sir.”
Then we go outside under the trees for our Morning Assembly and prayers.
We thank God that we are alive and we pray for people who have problems.
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Then we go back to our classroom and all day we follow the timetable. At the
end of a lesson the teacher says, “Good Morning” and leaves us then a few
minutes later a new teacher arrives, to teach us a new lesson.
I like English lessons and Geography lessons. Joseph likes all his lessons,
especially maths. Mo likes the science lessons. In the English lesson yesterday
Mistress Fofana told us to write some Krio and then to write what it means in
English. I wrote “Ma bell full, Tenki”, and then I wrote “My stomach is full,
Thank you”. Mistress Fofana told me that I can say also, “I have had enough
to eat, Thank you”. I will learn many things at my school.
We have a large piece of land by the school and if someone has a ball we can
kick it and play football or we can throw it with our hands, but if we do not
have a ball we try to find a small coconut or a hard mango and we can kick
that. We try to be careful with our shoes so that we don’t break them up.
I do not know if we have lots of books at my new school as we have been busy
with our new lessons but perhaps next term we shall find that there are books
that we can read to learn even more things about countries and people and
science. We learn from our teachers who talk to us and write on the
blackboard for us to copy into our exercise books. You can see that we are
very glad for our pens and pencils and exercise books which you send to us
each year.
The teachers tell us to write down what we must do for our homework at night.
Sometimes we must read from the text book so Joseph, Mo and I share the
books at night because they were expensive and we could only buy one for us
to share. We plan who will use the book first at home and then we run round
to give the book to the next one. I like to do the homework so that I can think
on my own about what I am learning. It is not plenty easy to study at home as
it gets dark every night at 6.30 - 7 pm. Papa lights the kerosene lamp for us to
study. We make certain that Aminata is sitting still so that she will not run into
the table with the lamp on it. If it falls over it can cause a fire or maybe a
burn. We try to take care.
Perhaps you can see that I like my new school and I like to wear the smart
uniform and I am glad that I can learn and study. We can ask the teachers
questions and then we learn even more.
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I hope you passed your exam when you were a child so that you could go to
Secondary School like me. Maybe one day I will want to train to be a teacher
and not a correspondent or journalist. Perhaps I am still young to know what I
want to do when I am grown up.
Thank you for helping me to learn with all the good books you have sent and
for my pens and pencils and all the good things that have come to us. Mo and
all his family are now saying thank you to God for the good things he gives us
each day. They say that God and Jesus are very important to them now. We
say prayers when we go to bed at my home because we want to say thank you
to God too. I think you want to say thank you to God because I think he is
good and kind to you also.
I must stop now. It is Saturday and I still have some homework to do so that
the teacher will be pleased with me on Monday.
All my friends and all my family say Kushe, Hello and God bless you.
Best wishes
Sorie Olufemi Sesay

SOS

Focus On Jui
When looking at a map of Sierra Leone we see that Freetown is on the
northern aspect of a peninsula with a range of mountains and ringed by
beautiful beaches in the Western Region of Sierra Leone. From Freetown we
will travel about 11 miles inland following the Sierra Leone River flowing to
the Rokel River, (where Bunce Island is located), to Jui Junction.
Here we take a left turn where we can see at once the mangrove swamps
bordering the tributary. Interestingly, oysters grow on the roots of the
mangroves which stand in the water. Although the main road is smooth and
paved the challenge comes with the bumpy, potholed road all the way down
the narrow Jui Peninsula to the Rokel
River.
As we bump along we will see firstly The
Evangelical College of Theology on our
right. In 1961 representation was made to
the British Government asking for land to
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establish a Bible College. The group of denominations involved were granted
land and buildings of a former military barracks. By 1964 they had founded
and opened The Sierra Leone Bible College and have since had a tremendous
effect in training men and women for ministry in all denominations. Many
courses are now offered and the peaceful surroundings are helpful to study.
The name was changed in recent years to
TECT as mentioned above. There is a
large amount of land with residential
quarters for students and staff and new
class rooms have been added. The area is
nicely planted and landscaped. They have
added Hope Centre as hospitality quarters
for foreign visiting lecturers and visitors
on the other side of the road. Ben and
Gordon stayed here in 2011. Recently a
clinic has been built to help the local people with their medical needs.
Driving further down the road, on the right, we see the Huntingdon House
building. Referring to Ros Smith’s article in Voice - Summer 2016, this is the
building to which Roger and Joan Grundy brought their children, plus Ros and
the Five Boys from Bureh Town, William Small, Charles Tucker, Tommy
Macauley, John Shyllon and Francis Palmer. Ros had been teaching these
boys in Freetown where the family had previously lived but in 1963 they all
moved to Jui.
Roger had taken over an old sea-plane base used by the RAF in the Second
World War. Ken reminds me that the cost of the lease was £1 per annum for a
very large area of land. The concrete building was dilapidated and basic with
no electricity and no running water and plenty of mosquitoes with the swamps
all around. Of course this is fairly usual for local people in Sierra Leone but it
was very challenging for the family. The power house was eventually
renovated and made into a decent home and office for the future CHC General
Superintendents although currently it is rented out and not used by the GS.
Roger taught the boys to a higher level at home in Jui, as much as he was
able, while balancing his other commitments. Ros started a primary school
there. This school continued and is now managed by the Government Rural
Education Committee and has a building of its own.
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As we progress further down the road we can
see Edest Nursery and Preparatory School on
our left across a wide patch of land but we
will call in there later. Just below this we
come up to the Huntingdon Secondary
School on the left, established in 1964, again
on the same land once used by the military
base. The school was started to meet a need
for secondary schooling not being met by the
government and has served many pupils in the years since.

The school’s motto is “Strive for Knowledge: Pray for Wisdom”. It is about 23 miles down this bumpy road and school children, who live near enough,
walk this road every day without complaint, (though I did notice some
teachers using motorbike taxis to get to the school!) There have been faithful
teachers and School Principals who teach Christian values each day at the
school despite extremely limited funds and resources. There was once a Home
Economics lab but how do you learn to cook without the necessary
equipment? At home the children and their mothers will become expert at
using the coal pots for cooking. There was once a Science lab but no funds for
equipment - so how do the children learn science? The blackboard is king and
the teachers are dedicated.
In 2013 a happy band from the UK went out to be of service in Sierra Leone.
Janet O’Shea and Gordon Hamilton took with them Esther Allaby, Suzy
Hilton, Emily Joy, James Hamilton, Toby Gray and Matt Newns, all young
people keen to serve the Lord. One of the things they did was to try to improve
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the look of Huntingdon Secondary
School and so they painted some of the
walls outside and with pretty designs
inside.
For children who live too far away to
travel each day to school some
accommodation is available in
dormitories. If children are able to
board at the school a sack of rice has to
be provided each term by each child to go towards providing their meals.
There are costs involved with going to school but in UK terms they would
seem very low, however that is not how it will feel for local people.

Just a bit further down on the left is
the renovated building which was
once either a military building or a
building for the fisheries co-operative
which is busy in that area. It was a
shell but very solidly built in concrete.
It was renovated into a lovely church
which is thriving right near the end of
the Jui Peninsula. The school children
from nearby can attend special
services there.
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The present Minister is Revd. Gibril Deen and the services are held regularly
with lively music and the youth group singing along. The church is named
Roger Grundy Memorial Church to give thanks for all the work done in that
area by Roger and Joan Grundy.
Returning back along the road we go to visit the Edest
Nursery and Preparatory School which has been set up
by Esther and Edmond Tommy, in response to the call
they felt that God had given them, for a pre-school in
the area.

They have put in such a lot of hard work since 2010
and the school has flourished so that now they are
enlarging to primary classes. There is a small fee
for pupils but if families are unable to pay they are
not barred from school. As in all schools that are
known to us the teachers work hard and are
dedicated to educating the children and bringing
Christian values to their lives and families. Esther
herself works with the teachers in the morning for
no pay and goes to teach at Allen Town School for the afternoon shift for a
salary.
As you can see Jui is a community of great interest to us and we thank God for
all that has been done in His name in that area. The area is still being settled
by people moving in and needing somewhere to live. It is still a rural
community with fishing as the main source of income for villagers. Let’s pray
for the Gospel to flourish in the schools and the Church and from the Bible
College and so reaching many for Christ.
- Christine Stone
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Scrabbled Words
Can you solve these word scrambles of books from the
Bible and important components to and characters of
the Christmas story? Answers to follow in next
edition.

Esteemwhin

Ohsea

Alamointents

Herbswe

Seeings

Cluevisit

Hornedpyjamas

Mentoredyou

Elizeke

Ahubkakk

Daphneshepherdess

Alansonheists

AhhaIpezn

German

Anteaterthis

Helionmp

Alientrove

Accesselites

Annreefsnick

Ahjon

Esplogs

Issacloons

Belgianlarger

AehehImn

Rhino-antics

Ofsnogsnogs
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